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WINNER OF THREE EISNER AWARDS. As Yorick Brown, the last man on Earth, begins to make his way
across the country to California, he and his companions are forced to make an unscheduled stop
in Marrisville, Ohio-a small town with a big secret. Collects issues #6-10 of the runaway hit
Vertigo series by Brian K. Vaughan (EX-MACHINA, RUNAWAYS) and Pia Guerra.
"Y: The last man created by Brian K. Vaughan and Pia Guerra."
Don't be THE LAST MAN to get the brand-new compendium collection packed to the brim with
stories! Yorick is just an average guy. He loves his girlfriend, Beth, and his Capuchin monkey,
Ampersand. He's figuring out his life, just like everyone else...until every living being with a
Y chromosome suddenly dies in a mysterious pandemic. Everyone except Yorick. Now Yorick and
Ampersand must navigate the postapocalyptic world they've been left...a world where men are
rare...maybe even rare enough to make Yorick a trophy to be hunted. Yorick will travel the world
in search of his lost love and the answer to why he's the last man on Earth. Collects the first
31 issues of this award-winning series written by Brian K. Vaughan in one place!
The continuation of Brian K. Vaughan and artist Pia GuerraÕs acclaimed VERTIGO series Y: THE
LAST MAN brings to vivid life the age-old speculation: What would really happen to the last man
on Earth? In 2002, the world changes forever. Every man, every boy, every mammal with a Y
chromosome everywhere on Earth suddenly collapses and dies. With the loss of nearly half the
planetÕs population, the gears of society grind to a halt, and a world of women are left to pick
up the pieces and try to keep civilization from collapsing entirely. The Ògendercide,Ó however,
is not absolutely complete. For some unknown reason, one young man named Yorick Brown and his
pet male monkey, Ampersand, are spared. Overnight, this anonymous twenty-something becomes the
most important person on the planetÑthe key, it is hoped, to unlocking the secret of the
mysterious sex-specific plague. For Yorick himself, the most important person on the planet has
been agonizingly out of reach. But now, after three long years and 10,000 arduous miles, the
last man is closing in on the truth about his lost fiancŽeÑand the shocking facts behind his own
survival. Collects Y: THE LAST MAN #37-48
Y: The Last Man, Vol. 4: Safeword
Y: the Last Man Omnibus
The deluxe edition. Book four
Book 1 - Unmanned
No Country for Old Men
Yorick Brown, the only human male to survive a global sex-specific plague, may not be unique for much longer.
As he makes his way across the remains of America (together with a secret government agent, a cloning
specialist, and the only other male mammal to survive, Ampersand the monkey), the last man on Earth is about to
have an unexpected visitation from above. Three astronauts are descending from the exhausted International
Space Station, and two of them are men.
As Yorick heads towards what he hopes will be a happy reunion with fiancee Beth, secrets are revealed in the
touching 'Whys and Wherefores'.
"In 2002, the world changes forever. Every man, every boy, every mammal with a Y chromosome everywhere on
Earth suddenly collapses and dies. With the loss of nearly half the planet's population, the gears of society grind
to halt, and the world's women are left to pick up the pieces and try to keep civilization from collapsing entirely.
The gender extermination, however, is not absolutely complete. For some unknown reason, one young man named
Yorick Brown and his pet male monkey, Ampersand, are spared. Overnight, this anonymous twentysomething
becomes the most important person on the planet--the key, it is hoped, to unlocking the secret of the mysterious
sex-specific plague."--Back cover of Volume 2.
Ever since its first publication in 1992, The End of History and the Last Man has provoked controversy and
debate. Francis Fukuyama's prescient analysis of religious fundamentalism, politics, scientific progress, ethical
codes, and war is as essential for a world fighting fundamentalist terrorists as it was for the end of the Cold War.
Now updated with a new afterword, The End of History and the Last Man is a modern classic.
Y: The Last Man, Vol. 2: Cycles
The Last Man
The Last Man : Safeword
Saga Book Three
Absolute Y The Last Man 2

As this deluxe edition begins, we catch up on the adventures of Yorick's monkey Ampersand (whose biology may hold the key to
stopping the male-killing plague) and tells the origin of Yorick's mysterious protector, Agent 355 as Yorick searches for his fiancée in
Australia, with deadly results. From Australia, Yorick and his companions continue on to Japan to learn the truth behind Ampersand's
abduction.
When a plague of unknown origin kills every mammal with a Y chromosome, Yorick Brown discovers that he is the only male left
and embarks on a transcontinental journey to discover why.
WINNER OF THREE EISNER AWARDS. The adventures of Yorick Brown continue in Y: THE LAST MAN: ONE SMALL STEP,
collecting issues #11-17 of the critically acclaimed series. A Russian Soyuz capsule is coming down from the International Space
Station carrying three passengers: one woman and two men. Could this be the end of Yorick's tenure as last living male?
Guided by the outstanding writing talents of Brian K. Vaughan (Swamp Thing, Ultimate X-Men) and rising star artist Pia Guerra, this
acclaimed, genre-busting and controversial series continues apace! After a devastating plague, Yorrick Brown is the last man left
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alive in a world of women. On the run from Amazon extremists who would be happy to see him dead, his friends leave him in the
care of Agent 711. But 711 is not the tragic woman she seems to be and Yorrick is propelled into a drug-fuelled nightmare of blood
and sadism. Stretching the graphic novel envelope again, the fourth volume in the series shows why this title continues to be held in
such high regard.
Amazing Dinosaur Facts, Photos, Quiz and More
The Rust Programming Language (Covers Rust 2018)
Motherland
Y, The Last Man
Saga
The Ultimate Dinosaur Book for Kids Welcome to the exciting world of dinosaurs! In this colourful dinosaur book, best-selling
non-fiction author Jenny Kellett, has compiled only the very best dinosaur facts illustrated with detailed color images of some
of the biggest and most fascinating creatures to roam our planet. From Tyrannosaurus-Rex and Avaceratops to
Camarasaurus and the Gastonia dinosaur, discover more about your favourite dinosaurs. Test your dinosaur knowledge, or
challenge your friends, in the ultimate dinosaur quiz. Dinosaur Book SampleLearn these unbelievable dinosaur facts and
more: Most dinosaurs were herbivores, meaning they only ate plants. The T-Rex is known for it's small arms, but
proportionately, the Canotaurus had smaller arms! The Anchiornis was one of the smallest dinosaurs, which was not much
larger than a pigeon. You'll find these dinosaur facts and many more in this illustrated dinosaur book. With 20+ details
dinosaur pictures, even early readers will enjoy The Ultimate Dinosaur Book for Kids- as well as adults! Perfect for teaching
children to read, while letting them learn about the fascinating world of dinosaurs -The Ultimate Dinosaur Book for Kids is
ideal for long car journeys and bedtime reading. Scroll up and click Buy Now and help your child become a dinosaur fact
expert in no time!
This blistering novel—from the bestselling, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Road—returns to the Texas-Mexico border,
setting of the famed Border Trilogy. The time is our own, when rustlers have given way to drug-runners and small towns
have become free-fire zones. One day, a good old boy named Llewellyn Moss finds a pickup truck surrounded by a
bodyguard of dead men. A load of heroin and two million dollars in cash are still in the back. When Moss takes the money, he
sets off a chain reaction of catastrophic violence that not even the law–in the person of aging, disillusioned Sheriff Bell–can
contain. As Moss tries to evade his pursuers–in particular a mysterious mastermind who flips coins for human
lives–McCarthy simultaneously strips down the American crime novel and broadens its concerns to encompass themes as
ancient as the Bible and as bloodily contemporary as this morning’s headlines. No Country for Old Men is a triumph.
"Originally published in single magazine form as Y: The Last Man 37-48."
Y: The Last Man Book FourDC
End of History and the Last Man
One small step
The Silent Patient
A Novel
Paper Girls
Winner of the 2013 Hugo award for Best Graphic Story! When two soldiers from opposite sides of a
never-ending galactic war fall in love, they risk everything to bring a fragile new life into a dangerous
old universe. From New York Times bestselling writer Brian K. Vaughan (Y: The Last Man, Ex Machina)
and critically acclaimed artist Fiona Staples (Mystery Society, North 40), Saga is the sweeping tale of
one young family fighting to find their place in the worlds. Fantasy and science fiction are wed like never
before in this sexy, subversive drama for adults. This specially priced volume collects the first six issues
of the smash-hit series The Onion A.V. Club calls "the emotional epic Hollywood wishes it could make."
Voted one of the top graphic novels of the year by the NYT, IGN, the Examiner, and SF Weekly. Voted
Best Comic of the year by MTV Geek and Best New Series by Paradox Comics. Voted a finalist in the
GoodReads Best GN of 2012 contest. Named one of Time Magazine's top 10 graphic novels for 2013
A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS In 2002, the world changes forever. Every man, every boy, every mammal
with a Y chromosome everywhere on Earth suddenly collapses and dies. With the loss of nearly half the
planetÕs population, the gears of society grind to a halt, and a world of women is left to pick up the
pieces and try to keep civilization from collapsing entirely. The Ògendercide,Ó however, is not absolutely
complete. For some unknown reason, one young man named Yorick Brown and his pet male monkey,
Ampersand, are spared. Overnight, this anonymous twenty-something becomes the most important
person on the planet - the key, it is hoped, to unlocking the secret of the mysterious sex-specific plague.
For Yorick himself, the cause of the epidemic is less important than the fate of his beloved fiancŽe, Beth.
Now, after nearly four years and countless grueling miles, the final answers are about to be revealed-and
the truth may be more than any man could bear. In the conclusion to their acclaimed VERTIGO series Y:
THE LAST MAN, writer Brian K. Vaughan and artist Pia Guerra bring to vivid life the age-old
speculation: What would really happen to the last man on Earth? Collects Y: THE LAST MAN #49-60.
Newspaper deliverers Erin, Mac and Tiffany finally reunite with their long-lost friend KJ in an
unexpected new era, where the girls must uncover the secret origins of time travel... or risk never
returning home to 1988.
Y: THE LAST MAN, winner of three Eisner Awards and one of the most critically acclaimed, best-selling
comic book series of the last decade, is that rare example of a page-turner that is at once humorous,
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socially relevant and endlessly surprising. Written by Brian K. Vaughan (LOST, PRIDE OF BAGHDAD, EX
MACHINA) and with art by Pia Guerra, this is the saga of Yorick Brown--the only human survivor of a
planet-wide plague that instantly kills every mammal possessing a Y chromosome. Accompanied by a
mysterious government agent, a brilliant young geneticist and his pet monkey, Ampersand, Yorick
travels the world in search of his lost love and the answer to why he's the last man on Earth. In these
stories, a Russian Soyuz capsule is coming down from the International Space Station carrying three
passengers: one woman and two men. Could this be the end of Yorick's tenure as last living male? And
then, as the Last Man on Earth and his companions continue to head west, the story takes a detour into
the psychological. In the care of a fellow Culper Ring member, Yorick Brown is forced to confront his
tremendous feelings of survivor guilt that lead him to constantly put his life in danger. Collects Y: THE
LAST MAN #21-40.
Y: the Last Man Compendium One
The World Book Encyclopedia
Y, the Last Man
Pride of Baghdad
Y: the Last Man Compendium Two
**THE INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** "An unforgettable—and Hollywood-bound—new thriller... A
mix of Hitchcockian suspense, Agatha Christie plotting, and Greek tragedy." —Entertainment Weekly The
Silent Patient is a shocking psychological thriller of a woman’s act of violence against her
husband—and of the therapist obsessed with uncovering her motive. Alicia Berenson’s life is seemingly
perfect. A famous painter married to an in-demand fashion photographer, she lives in a grand house with
big windows overlooking a park in one of London’s most desirable areas. One evening her husband Gabriel
returns home late from a fashion shoot, and Alicia shoots him five times in the face, and then never
speaks another word. Alicia’s refusal to talk, or give any kind of explanation, turns a domestic
tragedy into something far grander, a mystery that captures the public imagination and casts Alicia
into notoriety. The price of her art skyrockets, and she, the silent patient, is hidden away from the
tabloids and spotlight at the Grove, a secure forensic unit in North London. Theo Faber is a criminal
psychotherapist who has waited a long time for the opportunity to work with Alicia. His determination
to get her to talk and unravel the mystery of why she shot her husband takes him down a twisting path
into his own motivations—a search for the truth that threatens to consume him....
In this series from 2000, writer Brian K. Vaughan kicked off a new SWAMP THING series that starred Tefé
Holland, daughter of Swamp Thing and Abigail Arcane. In this concluding volume, Tefé is on the run from
government agents intent on wiping her out of existence, along with anyone she's come in contact with.
But when Tefé helps a friend escape her father, a ruthless congressman bent on harming the environment,
she runs headlong into radical environmentalists whose own plans are every bit as dangerous as the
politician's. Plus: Tefé's father, the real Swamp Thing returns at last! But why has he chosen this
moment to make his reappearance? Collects SWAMP THING (2000) #11-20.
Every man, every boy and every other mammal with a Y chromosome everywhere on Earth is dead. The gears
of society grind to a halt following the loss of nearly half the planet's population, and a world of
women are left to pick up the pieces and try to keep civilization from collapsing entirely. The
"gendercide," however, is not absolutely complete. For some unknown reason, one young man named Yorick
Brown and his male monkey, Ampersand, are spared. Overnight, this anonymous twentysomething becomes the
most important person on the planet-the key, it is hoped, to unlocking the secret of the mysterious sexspecific plague. For Yorick himself, the most important person on the planet is 7,000 miles away-and he
will stop at nothing to find her. But with an entire ocean still standing between them, chances for a
reunion are fading-and new threats are closing in from every side. Writer Brian K. Vaughan and artist
Pia Guerra's acclaimed VERTIGO series Y: THE LAST MAN brings to vivid life the age-old speculation:
What would really happen to the last man on Earth? Collects Y: THE LAST MAN #24-36.
Inspired by true events, a graphic novel examines life on the streets of war-torn Iraq, raising
questions about the meaning of liberation through the experiences of four lions who escaped from the
Baghdad Zoo during a raid.
Paper dolls
Kimono Dragons
The Last Man: Whys and Wherefore
The Dollhouse Family
Y: The Last Man Book Three

On Alice’s sixth birthday, her dying great-aunt sent her the birthday gift she never knew she always wanted: a
big, beautiful 19th-century dollhouse, complete with a family of antique dolls. In no time at all, the dollhouse
isn’t just Alice’s favorite toy...it’s her whole world. And soon, young Alice learns she can enter the house to
visit a new group of friends, straight out of a heartwarming children’s novel: the Dollhouse family. But while the
Dollhouse family welcomes her with open arms, in the real world, her family life is becoming much more
complicated...and deep within the Dollhouse’s twisting halls, the Black Room waits, with an offer to Alice. The
house can fix all this, the Black Room says. All she has to do is say the words... From there unfolds a twisty,
surreal, multigenerational horror tale that echoes into centuries past, into Alice’s tormented future, and into the
beating heart of the madness that makes up our world...literally. Collects The Dollhouse Family #1-6.
WINNER OF THREE EISNER AWARDS. After a devastating plague, Yorrick Brown is the last man left alive in a
world of women. On the run from Amazon extremists who would be happy to see him dead, his friends leave him
in the care of Agent 711. But 711 is not the tragic woman she seems to be and Yorrick is propelled into a drugPage 3/5
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fuelled nightmare of blood and sadism. Collects issues #18-23 of the runaway hit Vertigo series by Brian K.
Vaughan (EX-MACHINA, RUNAWAYS) and Pia Guerra.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A TODAY Show Read with Jenna Book Club Pick A New York Times Notable
Book, and Chosen by Oprah Daily, Time, NPR, The Washington Post and Barack Obama as a Best Book of the
Year “Wise and wildly entertaining . . . permeated with light, wit, youth.” —The New York Times Book Review “A
classic that we will read for years to come.” —Jenna Bush Hager, Read with Jenna book club “A real joyride . . .
elegantly constructed and compulsively readable.” – NPR The bestselling author of A Gentleman in Moscow and
Rules of Civility and master of absorbing, sophisticated fiction returns with a stylish and propulsive novel set in
1950s America In June, 1954, eighteen-year-old Emmett Watson is driven home to Nebraska by the warden of the
juvenile work farm where he has just served fifteen months for involuntary manslaughter. His mother long gone,
his father recently deceased, and the family farm foreclosed upon by the bank, Emmett's intention is to pick up
his eight-year-old brother, Billy, and head to California where they can start their lives anew. But when the
warden drives away, Emmett discovers that two friends from the work farm have hidden themselves in the trunk
of the warden's car. Together, they have hatched an altogether different plan for Emmett's future, one that will
take them all on a fateful journey in the opposite direction—to the City of New York. Spanning just ten days and
told from multiple points of view, Towles's third novel will satisfy fans of his multi-layered literary styling while
providing them an array of new and richly imagined settings, characters, and themes.
Now more than halfway across the country, Earth's sole surviving human male, Yorick Brown, and his
companions, cloning specialist Dr. Allison Mann and government agent 355, are preparing for the final leg of
their journey to San Francisco, where Dr. Mann's most important experiment awaits. But before they can leave,
they need to get antibiotics for the planet's only other living male-Yorkick's monkey, Ampersand. For Yorick that
means an enforced stay in the back country of Colorado with one of 355's former associates, the retired agent
711. But Yorick is in for much than a quiet weekend in the woods. Of all the dangers that he's faced in his
travels, what awaits him in 711's cabin will be the hardest to confront-and will also prove the difference between
life and death for the world's last man.
Y: The Last Man Book Five
Y: The Last Man Book Four
The Deluxe Edition
Swamp Thing
The Lincoln Highway
The official book on the Rust programming language, written by the Rust development team
at the Mozilla Foundation, fully updated for Rust 2018. The Rust Programming Language is
the official book on Rust: an open source systems programming language that helps you
write faster, more reliable software. Rust offers control over low-level details (such as
memory usage) in combination with high-level ergonomics, eliminating the hassle
traditionally associated with low-level languages. The authors of The Rust Programming
Language, members of the Rust Core Team, share their knowledge and experience to show you
how to take full advantage of Rust's features--from installation to creating robust and
scalable programs. You'll begin with basics like creating functions, choosing data types,
and binding variables and then move on to more advanced concepts, such as: • Ownership
and borrowing, lifetimes, and traits • Using Rust's memory safety guarantees to build
fast, safe programs • Testing, error handling, and effective refactoring • Generics,
smart pointers, multithreading, trait objects, and advanced pattern matching • Using
Cargo, Rust's built-in package manager, to build, test, and document your code and manage
dependencies • How best to use Rust's advanced compiler with compiler-led programming
techniques You'll find plenty of code examples throughout the book, as well as three
chapters dedicated to building complete projects to test your learning: a number guessing
game, a Rust implementation of a command line tool, and a multithreaded server. New to
this edition: An extended section on Rust macros, an expanded chapter on modules, and
appendixes on Rust development tools and editions.
At long last, it's finally time for the THIRD massivehardcover collection of SAGA, the
critically acclaimed sci-fi/fantasy seriesfrom the multiple Eisner Award-winning team of
artist FIONA STAPLES and writerBRIAN K. VAUGHAN. Collecting 18 of the most shocking and
impactful issues fromthe epic tale of Hazel and her star-crossed parents, this deluxe
editionfeatures a striking, all-new original cover from Fiona Staples, as well
asexclusive, never-before-seen extras. DeluxeHardcover format - 7.25"" x 10.875
CollectsSAGA #37-54
In this final volume, Yorick and Agent 355 prepare for their ultimate quest to reunite
the last man with his lost love, while the person, people or thing behind the disaster
that wiped out half of humanity is revealed. Then, Yorick Brown's long journey through an
Earth populated only by women comes to a dramatic, unexpected conclusion. Collects Y- THE
LAST MAN #49-60.
Yorick and Agent 355 continue towards Australia, where he hopes to find his lost
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girlfriend, Beth - but encounters await with Russian cosmonauts, a possibly-crazed
dominatrix, and the dangerous Amazons, who count Yorick's sister among their number
100 Bullets
The Ultimate Dinosaur Book for Kids
Y
Mental disorders : diagnostic and statistical manual
The Catcher in the Rye
This exceptional graphic novel about four lions who are freed from the Baghdad Zoo questions the nature of
freedom. Can it be achieved without being earned? What is the price?
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high school
students.
The deluxe edition. Book five
Y: The Last Man, Vol. 3: One Small Step
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